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Special focus in 2010/2011
Susan Holdsworth, EPA Council Co-chair

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we were gathered in Denver, Colorado for the 2010 National Monitoring Conference the Deepwater Horizon offshore oil rig exploded taking 11 lives and beginning the largest environmental disaster in the history of the US.Many of us were called to support the emergency response.  Most were already familiar or working on hypoxia and nutrients in the Gulf.At the July, 2010 NWQMC meeting we heard updates from several of the federal partners involved in monitoring activities in response to the BP spill, including USEPA, NOAA, Park Service and USGS.  We talked about the challenges of coordinating sampling activities to ensure no duplication, to improve consistency, to ensure appropriate documentation of environmental conditions for the public and to support the damage assessment process that NOAA would be leading with the other trust agencies.



 Share experience in emergency response
 Explore dialogue for long-term monitoring 

needs
 Discuss range of environmental issues
◦ Spill impact and effects
◦ Hypoxia
◦ Nutrients
◦ Baseline

 Identify connections to the NWQMC
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Presentation Notes
We remain committed to bringing the monitoring council experience to bear on the Gulf of Mexico and to learn from the experience gained by the state, regional, academic and national organizations responding to the BP spill and other environmental issues in the Gulf of Mexico.The next two meetings of the monitoring council were held in Gulf states and brought together these perspectives.Connections to the NWQMC—- Coordinating of monitoring designs and sampling activities (e.g., promoting regional monitoring councils and using the National Monitoring Network for Coastal Waters as an organizing framework)–  Applying comparable methods for field sampling, safety, and laboratory processing (e.g, Methods Board, NEMI, sensors workgroup)–  Applying existing and developing common data standards and web services for managing, storing, and sharing data (Methods Board data standards for chemistry, biology, habitat data; EPA and USGS water quality data exchange portal)– Developing outreach strategies that foster consistent tools and consistent messages
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These are the organizations participating in the technical sessions on nutrients and the BP spill at the last two council meetings.  Its not meant to be a comprehensive list of organizations working on monitoring and environmental issues in the Gulf. 



 Lessons learned from response to BP spill
 Promote use of common data elements and 

standards as key to efficient data sharing
 Garner commitments to long-term 

monitoring of core and regionally-relevant 
supplemental indicators

 Encourage organizational collaboration to 
form a monitoring council to implement the 
National Monitoring Network for Coastal 
waters in the Gulf of Mexico



Peter Tennant and Mary Skopec, Co-chairs



 Resolution to establish a network of surface-
water-quality reference sites



 Monitoring Spills – Lessons learned
 Use of Volunteer Monitoring Information
 Inventory of States’ Monitoring Data
 Monitoring Needs for Water Quality 

Management Programs
 Reporting of Monitoring Information
 Monitoring Implications of Proposed New 

Pathogen Criteria.



Dan Sullivan, USGS, Chair



 USGS/CUAHSI workshop on optical sensors, 
June 2011

 Specifications – submitted proposal to ASTM 
D-19 committee. Next meeting Jan. 2012

 Data Elements

 watersensors.org website

 Sensors Web Portal – ACT/NEMI collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recent activities of the Methods Board’s aquatic sensor workgroup fall under these general headings.In June, Dan S. and several other members attended the USGS-CUAHSI workshop on optical sensors in Shepherdstown, WV. The purpose of the workshop was to explore ways to coordinate development of standards and applications for optical sensors, as well as the handling, storage, and analysis of the continuous data they produce. Numerous workshop attendees have subsequently joined the workgroup.The specifications subcommittee was formed, briefly, as a result of these issues: (1) ambient water quality monitoring with field sensors is well recognized and will intensify due to advances in technologies and need for cost-effective data increases. (2) Monitoring ambient water quality with field sensors is very different from monitoring water quality in controlled drinking or waste water systems.  (3) High-resolution data is necessary to understand the true dynamics of an aquatic system. (4) Technology performance standards and test criteria designed specifically for field sensors and natural environmental conditions are required to allow inter-comparison of sensor specifications and the data generated by field sensors. (5) Without performance standards for sensors used for ambient water quality monitoring, it will not be possible to measure and prove the quality of the data needed for the range of environmental data needs. (6) By developing methods and standards for ambient monitoring, USEPA will assist US instrumentation/sensor manufacturers in capitalizing on the large global market for monitoring technologies.  The Data Elements subcommittee will develop the core list of metadata that must be delivered to a central database. This work is being coordinated with EPA’s Water Quality Exchange network as well as the Open Geospatial Consortium.The watersensors website was created to highlight the work of the sensor workgroup, and will soon include much more information as a result of interest generated at the USGS-CUAHSI workshop. Reference materials, discussion board, wiki, and other enhancements are under development.Finally, the next few slides highlight some enhancements to the National Environmental Methods Index that are in development.
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Presentation Notes
Currently in testing and available for preview, the MEMO website is a portal that brings NEMI together with the Alliance for Coastal Technologies’ database of sensors. This work is sponsored by IOOS and EPA’s Advanced Monitoring Initiative. This new site will be closely aligned with the watersensors website and contains links to over 4,000 (and growing) sensors in the ACT database and the complimentary methods in the NEMI database. We expect this will be publicly available this fall but anyone who would like a preview can request the URL and password from Dan.



 Joint effort of WIS and Methods Board

 Phase I: Statistical NEMI

 Phase II: Decision support tool?
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Presentation Notes
The other enhancement to NEMI is the addition of statistical methods. This is a joint effort of the Board and the Water Information Strategies workgroup. At this point, we have created a prototype, but are in the process of enhancing it. We plan to have it ready for review in time for the fall meeting of the Council, and available publicly shortly thereafter.Phase I is being developed within current funding limitations; if additional funds were available a decision support tool has been discussed. The content of such a tool has been outlined, and the technology has been developed as part of the homeland security portion of NEMI, so some of the groundwork for such a tool is in place.



Mike Yurewicz, USGS, Council Co-chair and 
Donna Myers, USGS, Office of Water Quality 
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Presentation Notes
This portion will discuss the activities associated with the National Monitoring Network for U.S. Coastal Waters and their tributaries.



 Status and plans of each of the 3 ongoing 
studies (San Francisco Bay, Lake Michigan, 
and Delaware Estuary) were reviewed in June 

 Each study will:
◦ Recommend their top-priority core monitoring 

element to continue; 
◦ Complete data analysis; 
◦ Articulate lessons learned; and 
◦ Synthesize findings in a fact sheet.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three studies were selected to pilot and demonstrate principles for an integrated coastal waters water-quality monitoring network, and include: The Delaware Bay; Lake Michigan; and San Francisco BayACWI has received previous briefings on these studies, and each of the 3 studies is unique in the issues being addressed, the monitoring approaches and objectives, and the partnerships that have been involved.It is planned that each study will recommend one or 2 specific elements of their current monitoring plan to continue. Most of the current funding for each study will be shifted to implement 1 or 2 new studies.Each study will analyze the data that have been collected, assess what issues, challenges, and lessons have been learned in working towards an integrated monitoring plan in a collaborative manner, and present findings in a summary report.



 20 sites

 Includes a 
representative 
variety of land 
uses

 Includes 72% 
of tributary 
inflow, relative 
to 90% for 
NMN on other 
coasts
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Presentation Notes
Shifting gears a little, will use the last several slides to discuss the rivers component and the demonstration phase for Lake Michigan.In the demonstration phase, a multiagency team assessed the most important contaminant inputs to Lake Michigan that are representative of the land use in the basin. Twenty sites were selected for both ongoing water column sampling and special sampling for organic compounds.Twenty sites are being monitored to track nutrient loading and other constituents from river basins to Lake Michigan.To study the potential toxicity from hydrophobic contaminants, selected sites were also sampled for SPMDs, or semi-permeable membrane devices.The 20 sites represent 72% of the river inlow to Lake Michigan, and 90% of the basin coverage for the proposed design of a National Monitoring Network for Lake Michigan.



 Nutrient transport – Rivermouth Estuaries
◦ Provide flow and AUV in support of ecological 

research in rivermouth estuaries
 New technologies
◦ AUVs and ADCPs
 Connect flow and chemistry dynamics
 Understand Hg dynamics

 Augment Great Lakes Restoration Initiative samples at 
11 sites
◦ Chlorophyll

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2011, continued data collection will focus on nutrient transport to the Lake, and application of new technologies. Automated underwater vehicles (AUVs) are being used in the Bay of Green Bay and Milwaukee harbor environments. These sampling devices produce a continuous stream of high resolution data for chlorophyl a, temperature, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, pH, turbidity, and blue-green algae.�Acoustic doppler current profilers, in conjunction with water quality sampling, can better estimate contaminant loadings and study possible occurrences of plumes.Selected sampling is also occurring to better understand mercury dynamics in the near-shore setting.Sampling at the 20 sites enabled partners to be better poised to receive funding to monitor water quality at 30 sites that are now funded as part of the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative. In addition, sampling is coordinated at 11 sites between the 2 networks for chlorophyll.Sensors deployed in FY11 for surrogate regression analysis at 11 Lake Michigan sites
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Presentation Notes
The San Francisco Bay study has been studying the relation between water quality, ecology, river input, and Bay mixing, to understand trends in chorophyll and the bay ecosystem, and turbidity.Chlorophyll has been increasing since 1999.  Conditions in the Bay may reflect a reduced resilience to nutrient degradation, hypoxia, and harmful algal species.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the broad increasing trends in key environmental condition indicators throughout San Francisco Bay.South Bay has shown the largest increasing trends in chlorophyll concentrations, especially in the warm growing period of June through October.
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Presentation Notes
Application of Bay models, coupled with long-term monitoring, will help forecast and improve the estimates of the range of responses of the Bay in terms of future chlorophyll concentrations, and associated possible harmful and toxic algal blooms.This graph shows the possible range in projected chlorophll concentrations for the South Bay during the critical algal growing season of June to October.



 1 or 2 new studies will start in 2012

 Candidate studies will be based on five previous 
proposals that were ranked but not selected for funding:

◦ Albemarle-Pamlico Estuary
◦ New Hampshire Estuaries
◦ Potomac River and Estuary
◦ Puget Sound
◦ Southern Florida

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One or two new demonstration studies are planned to be started in 2012, similar to the three demonstration studies currently underway since 2007.To streamline the selection process, candidate systems will be largely based on previous proposals received in 2006-2007 that were ranked, but not selected for funding.Continued emphasis will be placed on working with regional coastal associations.



 Sampling continued at the 5 coastal drainage 
basins that are integrated into the NASQAN 
Program.
◦ Hudson River at Poughkeepsie, NY
◦ Delaware River at Trenton, NJ
◦ Apalachicola River near Sumatra, FL
◦ Brazos River near Rosharon, TX
◦ Mississippi River above Vicksburg at mile 438, MS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nate Booth will discuss continued work on a data-exchange portal being developed by the USGS and EPA that integrates data from NWIS and STORET.The USGS continued water-quality sampling at 5 coastal river basins:	Hudson River at Poughkeepsie, NY	Delaware River at Trenton, NJ	Apalachicola River near Sumatra, FL	Brazos River near Rosharon, TX	Mississippi River above Vicksburg at mile 438, MSBecause of historic flooding that has occurred this year, additional water-quality sampling was done to better estimate the load of contaminants. This will provide a better estimate o the size of the Gulf hypoxic zone.In addition, the USGS is considering the installation of new optical technology for continuous nitrate nitrogen at several key coastal rivers as part of pilot testing for Cycle 3 of the NAWQA Program.  



Cathy Tate and Barb Horn, Co-chairs



 Sponsor Web Seminars
 Create a Council Blog for feedback
 Produce a biannual Newsletter
 Expand communication with other Councils 

and partners 
 Produce inventory of water monitoring 

councils
 Plan for 8th National Monitoring Council in 

Portland, Oregon



 Jan: “Marcellus Monitoring: The role of volunteers in baseline data” by Jinnie
Woodward, Julie Vastine, and Candie Wilderman, Alliance for Aquatic Resource 
Monitoring.

 March: "Water Quality Monitoring Sensors” by Dan Sullivan, USGS, Aquatic 
Sensor Workgroup, co-sponsored by the California Water Quality Monitoring 
Collaboration Network 

 April: "Tribal Science, Monitoring and Partnerships to Address Environmental 
Issues" by Dave Fuller, Port Gamble S'Klallam Tribe.

 June: “Introduction to the Environmental Methods Index (NEMI)” by Dan 
Sullivan co-sponsored by the California Water Quality Monitoring Collaboration 
Network. 

 More to come later this year.



 Council Blog – Almost 
approved by DOI

 Council Calendar
 NWQMC “SharePoint” 

site -- internal information 
exchange



 2nd Edition released Nov. 2010
 3rd Edition released April 2011
 Topics Include:
 Council activities: 2012 Conference, Webinars
 National Wetland Condition Assessment
 Great Lakes Restoration
 Rocky Mountain States Collaborate on Nutrients
 Harmful Algal Blooms
 Spotlight on State Councils
 Monitoring the Monongahela River
 Volunteers in Iowa
 Tribe Works to Protect Wild Rice
 World Water Monitoring Day
 State Use of Outside Data
 New Tools for Monitoring
 Groundwater Network





 Team: Barb Horn (lead), Jody Arthur, Alice Mayio, and David Fuller
 Purpose: 
◦ To characterize key structural and functional aspects of existing regional, state 

and/or tribal council/networks.  
◦ To assist forward progress of newly forming council/networks or the evolution of 

existing groups.  
 Five monitoring groups have completed to date:
◦ California Water Quality Monitoring Council
◦ Colorado Water Quality Monitoring Council
◦ Florida Water Resources Monitoring Council
◦ NJ Water Monitoring Council
◦ Ohio Water Resources Council, Water Monitoring Work Group







 For the first time, the National Monitoring Conference 
and River Network’s National River Rally are 
coordinating an overlap day (May 4th) with mutually 
developed themes and presentations geared toward 
fostering improved collaboration between government 
and nonprofit groups working together for clean water. 

(http://www.rivernetwork.org/)





Conference Themes
 Applying Innovative Monitoring 

Technologies and Methods 
 Strengthening and Advancing 

Assessment Methods and Models 
 Addressing Climate and Water 

Availability Issues 
 Communicating Science and Data to 

Decision Makers and the Public 
 Managing and Sharing Water Quality 

Monitoring Data 
 Strengthening Monitoring Collaboration 

and Partnerships at all Scales 
 Addressing Emerging Contaminants 

and Emerging Threats to Water Quality 
 Evaluating and Managing Water 

Protection and Restoration Activities 



http://acwi.gov/monitoring/conference/2012/index.html



April 2011:  Issued "Save the Date" announcement
May 2011:  Issued “Call for Abstracts” & Activated Web 

Site for Abstract submissions
Sept 23, 2011:  Abstracts and Workshop/short 

course/panel proposals submittal deadline
Oct – Dec 2011: Evaluation and selection of abstracts for 

oral and poster presentations, workshops/short courses/ 
panels, etc.,

Nov 15-17, 2011 Council Meeting – finalize sessions!



Nate Booth, USGS
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